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Abstract 
This paper proposes a heuristic model for sentiment analysis on luxury hotel reviews to analyze and explore marketing  
insights from attitudes and emotions expressed in reviews. We make several significant contributions to visual and 
multimedia analytics. This research will develop the practical application of visual and multimedia analytics as the 
research foundation is based on information analytics, geospatial analytics, statistical analytics and data management. 
Large amounts of data are generated by hotel customers on the Internet, which provides a good opportunity for 
managers and analysts to explore the hidden information. The analysis of luxury hotels involves different types of 
data, including real-world scale data, high-dimensional data and geospatial data. The diversity of data increases the 
difficulty of processing computational visual analytics. It leads to that some classical classification methods, which 
cost too much time and have high requirements for hardware, are excluded. The goa l is to achieve a compromis e 
between performance and cost. An experiment of this model is operated using data extracted from Booking.com. The 
entire framework of this experiment includes data collection, data preprocessing, feature engineering consisting of 
TF-IDF and Doc2Vec based feature generation and feature selection, Random Forest class ification, data analysis, and 
data visualization. The whole process combines statistical analysis, review sentiment analysis, and visual analysis to 
make full use of this dataset and gain more decision-making information to improve luxury hotels' service quality. 
Compared with simple sentiment analysis, this integrated analytics in social media is expected to be used in practice 
to gain more insights. The result shows that luxury hotels should focus on staff training, cleanness of rooms and 
location choice to improve customer satisfaction. The sentiment distribution shows that scores are consistent with the 
emotion they show in reviews. Hotels in Spain have a much better average score than hotels in the other five countries. 
In the experiment, the sentiment analysis model is evaluated by ROC and PR curve. It is proved that this model 
performs well. Twenty most essential features have been listed for future adjustments to the model.  
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis ; Hotel review analysis; Random Forest; Big data analytics for a hotel review. 
1. Introduction 
This research is the application of visual and multimedia analytics to the real problem analysis, which is hotel review. 
Different kinds of tools and methods of visual and multimedia analytics such as information analytics, geospatial 
analytics, scientific analytics, statistical analytics, data management knowledge are applied for processing the complex 
volume data. The research would contribute to the development of traveling management. Travelling is becoming a 
necessity in our lives. In modern society, travel has turned into a popular way for people to achieve self-realization 
and experience different lifestyles all around the world. According to the annual report of the World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) (2018), in the past eight years, the international tourism market has grown by approximately  
4% every year. In 2017, more than 1300 million tourists traveled worldwide and this number is expected to grow 
continuously in the future. A flourish of tourism and the growing number of tourists reveals the strong potential of the 
travel industry. It is believed that tourism will play an increasingly important role in generating substantial economic 
profits (UNEP, 2016). Since tourism is a large market with various participants, the prosperity of traveling promotes 
upstream and downstream companies as well as other industries (Li, Jin, & Shi, 2018). In the recent few years, tourism 
has raised awareness of the industry's driving role in creating jobs and bringing continuous  tax revenue. As a labor-
intensive industry, the travel industry provides plenty of employment opportunities and boosts the large spending of 
travelers (Dredge & Gyimóthy, 2017). In this case, both developing and developed countries make efforts to promote  
themselves to be the destination of tourists to gain from economic benefits (UNEP, 2016). The local government can 
build a provincial or regional transportation network, as well as the public transportation system, to connect the airport 
with scenic spots for accommodation. Domestic and international airline routes leading to  tourism cities are open for 
the convenience of tourists. Apart from facility construction, an online advertising campaign, such as producing 
propaganda films and broadcasting through social media, is widely adopted to attract and entice potential customers.  
One way to appeal to tourists is by building hotels of different levels to satisfy the various demands of customers 
(Levander & Guterl, 2015). Based on price, hotels can be classified into three classes, which are budget, mid-priced , 
and luxury hotels. The structure of the hotel industry is not static. Instead, it changes in the recent three decades (Roper,  
2018). Much research reveals an upward momentum of luxury and mid-range hotels and relatively vulnerable 
performance of budget hotels, especially for developing countries. Take China as an example. The number of 5-star 
hotels (the most premium hotels) in 2011 is as twice as the number in 1991, while the number of 1-star hotels (the 
most economical hotels) in 1991 has been reduced as much as ten times compared with the number in 2011 (Gu, Ryan, 
& Yu). In the light of observation of data and researches, there are two reasons for this trend. The first reason is the 
increasing purchasing power as well as the changing consumption ideas of people (Jani & Han, 2014). The second 
reason is the emergence of "travel on a budget" concept and Airbnb (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers). This trend causes a 
decrease in customers of economical hotels. Under these circumstances, luxury hotel brands are expected to expand 
their business worldwide continuously. 
Luxury hotels with expensive facilities provide more premium service and gain more customer loyalty compared with 
mid-range hotels and budget hotels (Liu et al., 2017). When sophisticated decoration and upscale amenities are 
standard and common for almost every luxury hotel, customers start to focus on details and require essential service. 
Compared to budget hotels and mid-priced hotels, luxury hotels care more on customers' feedback reflecting their 
opinions because luxury hotel customers are much more loyal than customers of other hotels (Knutson et al., 1993) 
and higher brand loyalty can improve sales and generate higher purchase intention (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). 
To retain customer loyalty, hotels should observe customers' every small requirement and respond in advance. In this 
case, managers need to attach great importance to customer feedback. Luxury hotels have different ways to collect 
customer feedback. The traditional way includes recording opinions written on the customer book, analyzing results 
of questionnaires, and communicating with customers directly. Today customers can provide feedback through the 
hotel's app on smartphones or give reviews on the hotel's official website and hotel review website. They can provide 
comments about the experience in the hotel and score different aspects of the hotel, such as staff, location, and 
breakfast. Through apps or websites, hotels obtain chances to communicate with customers and collect the necessary 
information to improve service quality. 
Tourism review website and hotel booking sites, such as Agoda, TripAdvisor and Booking.com, provide customers 
with a platform to share comments about their hotel experience. Hotel reviews reveal customers' opinions towards 
products and services (Xie, Zhang, & Zhang, 2014; Giachanou & Crestani, 2016). For example, the pictures of hotel 
room reviewers upload present sanitary conditions of the hotel and comments abo ut parking shows whether this hotel 
is friendly for self-driving tourists or not. Thus, customer review is an essential source of tourism information for 
travelers and plays a prominent role in hotel selection. Besides, some tourism review websites analyze  customer 
reviews to rank or recommend hotels for tourists based on the analysis result. Online review is also crucial for hotel 
management when it comes to gathering, understanding, and responding to customers' concerns. Due to various 
technological advancements and changing tastes of customers (Nieves & Segarra-Ciprés, 2015), hotel managers need 
to be acute observers and keep pace with changing requirements of customers. In this case, online review containing 
customers' real-time feedback is a useful tool for management (Mauri & Minazzi, 2013).  
Due to the value of customer reviews to both hotels and tourists, customer reviews have become a popular research 
topic in the business area. In the recent few years, many researchers conduct sentiment analysis towards customer 
reviews (Geetha, Singha, & Sinha, 2017). Although sentiment analysis on customer review provides insights for 
business operations, most models of sentiment analysis cannot be used in practice directly. Such models may perform 
well in a computer laboratory, but some classification methods cost too much time and have high requirements for 
hardware. High costs of time and facilities would be heavy burdens for hotels. What hotels need is a hotel review 
analysis system which put the realistic situation into consideration and achieves a compromise between cost and 
performance. However, limited research focuses on developing such a system for practical use. To bridge this gap, 
this study develops a heuristic model for sentiment analysis on luxury hotel reviews to explore attitudes and emotion s 
hidden in reviews. This study also considers features of luxury hotels, such as the imbalance of several positive and 
negative reviews, which may influence the performance of some classification algorithms and result in imprecision . 
The model aims to analyze luxury hotel reviews and seek marketing insights from online reviews. It is expected that 
this model will provide a framework for a review analysis system for business applications. An information system 
could be built based on this model with a user interface. Since this model has a low cost, it can be used by hotels in 
the future. Compared with paying an expensive fee for hiring data scientists or consulting group to conduct data 
analytics, a review analysis system would help to reduce costs and find  marketing information for hotels easily. 
To verify the proposed model, an experiment of this model is operated using data scraped from Booking.com. The 
visual data mining, information extraction, geospatial data processing techniques are applied. The dataset consists of 
hotel ratings, customer reviews, and other hotel or customer-related information of 1492 luxury hotels in Europe. In 
sentiment analysis, a Natural Language Processing (NLP) procedures are as follows. The whole framework of this 
experiment includes data collection, data preprocessing, feature engineering consisting of TF-IDF and Doc2Vec based 
feature generation and feature selection, Random Forest classification, data analysis, and data visualization. The whole 
process combines statistical analysis, review sentiment analysis, and visual analysis to make full use of this dataset 
and gain decision-making information to improve luxury hotels' service quality. Compared with simple sentiment 
analysis, this integrated analysis is expected to be used in practice to gain more insights. The results of this analysis 
generated in this study are expected to be beneficial for hotels to improve service quality and help managers make a 
strategic decision for a modern intelligent visual system (IVS). 
Fig.1 shows the whole process .  
 
Fig.1. Study Process 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review about hotel review and sentiment 
analysis. Section 3 introduces the detailed information about the dataset and tools, a lgorithms, models, and other 
technologies used in sentiment analysis. Section 4 presents the result of the study and Section 5 provides a model 
evaluation. It also shows the visualization of geospatial results. Finally, Section 6 gives a summary of the whole paper 
and points out the directions for future research.  
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Hotel Review 
Hotel online review is an ideal source for data analytics because of the rich information contained in consumers' 
contents and scores (Boo & Busser, 2018). Since customers search hotel reviews to evaluate each hotel and make a 
choice, hotel review plays an influential role in hotel guests' decision-making (Chang, Ku, & Chen, 2017). According 
to research about hotels conducted by Sridhar and Srinivasan (2012), other consumers' online ratings tend to moderate 
or even overturn the effect of the hotel room's disadvantages. Since consumers would see a rating higher than what 
the hotel rating is, they would be more likely to book the hotel. Sparks and Browning (2011) argued that reviews with 
a clear structure would draw more attention and bring higher levels of booking intention. It is also concluded by Torres, 
Singh, and Robertson-Ring (2015), hotel review, no matter negative or positive, influences hotel booking positively 
since a large number of studies indicate the popularity of the hotel. Similarly, Eriksson and Fagerstrom (2018) argued 
that customers' intention to book could be affected by customer reviews. Hotels' response and recovery strategy to 
hotel reviews also have effects on customers' intention to book, especially when the hotel review is negative (Sp arks 
& Browning, 2011). According to a survey of 830 users, online reviews are one of the most fundamental factors of 
customer decisions (Herrero, San Martín & Hernández, 2015). Based on the effect of customer reviews, researchers 
suggest that hotels should collect customers' behavioral information from reviews for marketing strategy in the 
decision-making process.  
Some research found that hotel review influences the financial performance of hotels. Anderson (2012) calculated that 
a one percent increase of online review score resulted in up to about 1.42 per cents gain in revenue per available room. 
The study of Phillips et al. (2017) indicated that a customer review of positive hotel experience has a positive impact  
on hotel demand and subsequent revenue of the hotel. Ye, Law, and Gu (2009) argued that hotel review helps to boost 
room sales volume. The occupancy rate and average daily room rate are also influenced by online reviews (Zhang & 
Mao, 2012). All the terms used for measuring the financial performance of hotels, such as revenue per available room, 
average daily room rate, and occupancy rate, are connected to hotel revenue. Therefore, hotel review significantly 
affects the financial performance of hotels. 
The content of the online review includes both quantitative and qualitative elements. The quantitative aspect consists 
of numbers related to hotels, such as ratings and scores for attributes of hotels and the overall experience of hotels. 
Quantitative online reviews offer researchers meaningful results. It is found by Melian-Gonzalez, Bulchand-Gidumal, 
and Lopez-Valcarcel (2013) that the number of hotel reviews and the ratings are positively correlated. As for the 
qualitative part, this part comprises text-like written content of customers or customer profiles. A combination of 
quantitative and qualitative methods should be processed jointly to produce high -quality outputs. For example, 
Banerjee and Chua (2016), associating hotel attributes with quantitative data, argue that travelers in different regions 
care for various issues, and thus the rating patterns can be varied. 
Different methods are utilized to analyze reviews. A traditional way is conducting surveys. Researchers design online 
questionnaires for customers to identify the reason why online reviews are trusted by tourists (Filieri, Alguezaui, & 
McLeay, 2015). Based on the survey results, researchers provide advice for hotels related to how these reviews can 
be used by hotels to improve service and revenue. The econometric approach is also used by several studies to explore 
the business value of reviews (Xie, Zhang, & Zhang, 2014). This approach adopts statistical and mathematical models 
to predict the usefulness and trustworthiness of online reviews. All of the methods mentioned above provide in sights 
into hotel management. However, it is hard for traditional methods to make full use of large amounts of data that 
online reviews can provide. Therefore, opinion mining and sentiment analysis approaches appear to deal with big data 
situations (Liu, 2012). Some studies have used computer technologies to extract sentiments and examine text  
characteristics from online customer reviews (Barreda & Bilgihan, 2013). Crotts et al. (2009) analyze reviews of three 
hotels in New York on TripAdvisor and identified fifteen hotel attributes. They ranked all the attributes and found that 
customers complained more about price and staff. It is concluded that computer-assisted tool tends to reduce 
interpretation bias and identify products and service features deeply. Currently, review data on a large scale analysis 
is extracted from the Internet and researchers employ an NLP process to proceed with sentiment analysis (Shi & Li, 
2011).  
2.2 Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis is a computational study related to people's  opinions, sentiments, emotions, and attitudes (Liu , 
2015). Millions of comments generated by social media and review websites have provided large amounts of resources 
for sentiment analysis. However, it is hard for information in these contents to be extracted and used directly. Text  
data is a form of unstructured data. Unstructured data is difficult to understand using traditional ways since it is not 
organized in a defined manner. Compared to organized data stored in a formal database, text data includes  more 
irregularities and ambiguity. In this case, sentiment analysis is an efficient way to interpret data and extract opinions 
from it. 
In the recent few years, sentiment analysis has been applied in many industries, such as movies, books, electronic 
products, restaurants and hotels. The information obtained from sentiment analysis is crucial for film production 
companies to gain feedback and improve their investment plans. The data is also helpful for customers to decide 
whether the movie is worth watching or not. Liu et al. (2008) propose an approach to predict the helpfulness of movie 
reviews and discover the most helpful review. They use an IMDB review dataset and demonstrate that the reviewer's  
expertise, the writing style of the review, and the timeliness are the critical factors for the helpfulness of reviews. 
Reviews on online bookstore also influence reviewers' intention to buy. Forman et al. (2008) use data from Amazon  
books and find that book reviews of consumers affect other customers' judgment o f books. After discussing the 
relationship between reviews, peer recognition, and sales, researchers suggested that online bookstores and publishers 
should pay attention to book reviews. In addition to the entertainment and publication industry, sentiment analysis can 
be used in electronics, CDs, DVDs, and software as well. To help website guide users to interesting content, 
Otterbacher (2009) creates a framework to assess the quality of data and helpfulness of reviews. This study collects 
customer reviews of electronics, CDs, DVDs, and software from Amazon.com and derives twenty -two measures to 
calculate the usefulness of reviews. The researcher also suggests that sellers should pay attention to the chronological 
ordering of reports, which has a secure connection with the helpfulness of reviews. Catering business benefits from 
customer reviews. Gao et al. (2018) propose a comparative model to extract relations from online reviews for 
restaurants to identify competitors and evaluate the marketing environment. Such models are used by some restaurant 
review websites, such as yelp.com, to conduct sentiment analysis from reviews on their websites to provide 
recommendations and suggestions for customers to choose preferable restaurants. A similar situation happened  in the 
hospitality industry. O'Mahony and Smyth (2010), using reviews of hotels in Chicago and Las Vegas on TripAdvisor, 
describe a supervised classification approach designed for identifying the most helpful hotel review. Different from 
the commercial use above, Beigi, Hu, Maciejewski and Liu (2015) apply sentiment analysis in social media to improve 
disaster management. They found that the sentiment information extracted from the social media is helpful to evaluate 
the level of the devastation and identify people who need help. Sentiment analysis can also be employed with social 
network analysis together. In order to improve the emotional monitoring and correctly guide public sentiment on Haze, 
He and Zhu (2015) collect data on “haze”of Beijing from weibo and conduct a combined approach based on sentiment 
analysis and social network analysis. They establish a sentiment classifier by using the Naïve Bayes algorithm to 
classify the microblogs and employ Gephi as a social network analysis tool to do the comment analysis. They find 
that in order to guide the sentiment efficiently, it is important to start from the two major user groups: the We Media 
and the general public because the negative emotions related to the Haze from the two groups are relatively high.  
Furthermore, the social network on the topic of Haze is widespread and dense, and the center users have a great 
influence on other users. Therefore, identifying center users helps guide public sentiment correctly. 
This research does a comparative analysis  of several classification techniques and elaborates on how these classifiers 
can be used in practice to present the most beneficial reviews to users. 
3. Methodology 
Large amounts of customer reviews provide an excellent opportunity for managers and analysts to collect data and 
use proper tools to explore hidden information. Such analytic tools or information systems must have a clear 
computational visualized interface and an efficient embedded model. This study uses multiple computational visual 
analytics algorithms and methods to build an integrated model to preprocess online reviews, extract sentiment features 
from reviews, classify information, and visualize the sentiment analysis result. This whole framework follows an NLP 
process and uses luxury hotel reviews as its training and testing data since the target of this model is luxury hotels. 
What needs to be mentioned is that the main innovation of this study is feature engineering (Section 3.3). Compared  
with regular studies with only one method to generate features, this model uses four different methods to create 
features and feed all functions to a classifier. Based on the evaluation result, this innovation achieves excellen t  
performance. 
3.1 Data Justification 
The dataset used in this study contains more than 500,000 customer reviews and scores of 1492 luxury hotels in 
Europe. Europe is a comparatively mature tourism market with natural landscapes and historic relics attracting 
millions of tourists every year. As advances of technology and changes in marketing conditions stimulate the growth 
of technological innovation and management strategy, managers in the European luxury hotel industry fundamentally  
need to keep pace with the growth. An exploratory study of the luxury hotel industry in Europe will be b eneficial for 
hotel managers to make a marketing decision. 
Additionally, efforts and experience in Europe will provide insights for Asia and the Pacific, where the tourism-related  
industry is immature or premature. Several forecasts show that Europe will have a lower growth rate (approximately  
3%) of the hotel industry than Asia and the Pacific (approximately 8%) (UNWTO, 2018). For the two reasons above, 
this study chooses Europe as the location of data collection. 
This dataset is initially extracted and owned by Booking.com and is available for the public on Kaggle.com now. 
Booking.com, as one of the most popular sources of hospitality information, has an adequate review and scoring 
system to collect customer feedbacks (Mariani & Borghi, 2018). The system of Booking.com is able to generate a 
large number of customer reviews on hotels from all over the world in a fast, reasonable and easier way  (Mellinas. et 
al., 2015). The information is useful for customers, hotel managers and academics as well. Therefore, this research 
employs data from Booking.com to conduct sentiment analysis. 
In the dataset, each observation is composed of one customer review for a single hotel. This customer review consists 
of a textual review the customer has posted based on his/her experience at the hotel and the score the reviewer has 
given to the hotel. Meanwhile, the geographical location of hotels, as well as some detailed information of the customer 
and the hotel itself, is also provided in the dataset. This data contains the following columns showed in Table.1:  
 
Table.1 Dataset Columns 
3.2 Data preprocessing 
Raw text data cannot be used for sentiment analysis directly since segments such as punctuations and numbers in 
textual data would damage the analysis result. In this case, the data needs to be preprocessed, as shown in Fig.2. In 
this study, NLTK, one of the most famous python modules for NLP, is utilized to deal with missing value, data 
cleaning and tagging, and label creation. Details are introduced in the following parts. 
 
Fig.2. Data Preprocessing 
3.2.1 Missing Value 
First, whether there are missing values in the dataset should be figured out.  
 
Fig. 3. Missing Value Matrix 
From Fig.3 showed above, it can be found that some values in the columns "lat" and "lng" are missing.  These two 
columns represent hotels' latitudes and longitudes. The hotel name of missing location information, as well as the 
number of missing values, are presented as below in Table.2. 
Fleming s Selection Hotel Wien City 658 
Hotel City Central 563 
Hotel Atlanta 389 
Maison Albar Hotel Paris Op ra Diamond  290 
Hotel Daniel Vienna 245 
Hotel Pension Baron am Schottentor 223 
Austria Trend Hotel Schloss Wilhelminenberg Wien  194 
Derag Livinghotel Kaiser Franz Joseph Vienna 147 
NH Collection Barcelona Podium 146 
City Hotel Deutschmeister 93 
Hotel Park Villa   61 
Cordial Theaterhotel Wien    57 
Holiday Inn Paris Montmartre 55 
Roomz Vienna 49 
Mercure Paris Gare Montparnasse 37 
Renaissance Barcelona Hotel 33 
Hotel Advance 28 
Table.2 Hotel Names of Missing Value 
 
Fig.3. Location Information Collected from Internet 
Seventeen hotels' location information is missing. There are two ways to deal with a missing value. The first is merely  
deleting rows containing missing values. It can be found from Table.2 that there is a large number of missing values. 
Removing all the rows which contain missing value will cause imprecision for the result. Therefore, deleting is not a 
good choice. The other way is filling in the missing information. The actual value  of missing location information  
should be found and the information will be filled out in the database. This method is adopted in this study. For future 
location study and map visualization, it is necessary to find the missing location information. To collect the location 
information of these hotels, google.com, as well as google map, is used. Since hotel address and geographic position 
are not private information, the missing value can be accessed easily. The missing location information of hotels is 
found as Fig.3 presents. 
Using the information above, the "lat" and "lng" columns are filled out. After filling out, the missing value in the 
dataset is double-checked. 
 
Fig.4. Double-check Missing Values 
According to the result shown in Fig.4 above, there is  no missing value in the dataset anymore. 
3.2.2 Label Creation 
The "Reviewer_Score" column (ranging from 2.5/10 to 10/10) is used to create the label. Label, in Machine Learning  
(ML) area, is the name of the category. For each textual review, the problem of the ML classification process is to 
distinguish whether it corresponds to a positive review (the customer is satisfied) or to a negative one (the customer 
is not satisfied). Reviews are simply split into two categories based on overall ratings. Therefore , this is a question of 
bi-variable. The label column is named "is_bad_review". The splitting process is showed in Fig.5. As can be found 
from in the figure, if the number in "Review_Score" is smaller than 5, which means the reviewer gives a score lower 
than 5, this review will be considered as bad review or say a negative review. Then "1" will be inserted in the 
"is_bad_review" column. Otherwise, "0" will be entered in the column. 
 
Fig.5. Label Creation 
Next, relevant columns are selected for further analysis. Negative review part (Negative_review) and positive review 
part (Positive_review) are integrated into a completed review ("review") and the label “is_bad_review” are selected 
and the database containing only the two columns is created. After selection, the database is like Fig.6 showed below. 
 
Fig.6. Database after Label Creation 
What needs to be mentioned is that this new database has only review and label. Therefore, it would only be used for 
sentiment analysis, which means this database would continue to be used in the procedures shown in the following 
Section 3.2.3, 3.3, and 3.4. For other statistical analysis and visual analysis in the study, the original database with 
all columns will be used. 
3.2.3 Data Cleaning & Tagging 
By using the new database, data cleaning will be conducted. This procedure is shown in Fig.7.  
 
Fig.7. Data Cleaning Process  
The whole process includes lower the text, tokenize the text (split the text into words), remove the punctuation, remove 
numbers, remove stop words, and remove empty tokens.  
After removing redundant segments, Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging is used to assign a tag to every word to define the 
class of the word. For example, the word "staff" is a noun, while "happy" is an adjective. WordNet lexical database is 
utilized to categorize words. To simplify the process, all the text in the reviews is lemmatized, which means every 
word is transformed into its root form. 
3.3 Feature Engineering 
After the preprocessing procedure, feature engineering, including feature generation and feature selection, is processed. 
Creating features is necessary for ML and NLP due to the difference between human languages and computer 
languages. Human beings use languages to communicate while computers cannot understand the meaning of 
languages. In this case, it is necessary to transform the words and letters of text data into digital form. Explicitly, the 
text would be represented by vectors of mathematics. Section 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3 will show the models and methods 
used in feature generation. Section 3.3.4 will show feature selection as well as the result of feature engineering. Wha t 
needs to be mentioned here is the innovation of feature generation. Typically, only one method will be used in the 
feature generation. In this study, four different kinds of features are generated and this model feeds all of them to the 
ML classifier. Based on the evaluation of results, these features are all helpful in improving the accuracy and 
performance of classification. 
3.3.1 BOW model and TF-IDF method 
As mentioned above, it is necessary to represent the words and letters of textual data into math ematical vectors. There 
are several basic representation models widely used in NLP area in recent decades. A common model is Bag -of-Word  
(BOW) model. This model considers the text or document as a bag of words. Specifically, the whole document is 
considered as a long vector and every word is a dimension. This vector can be used as a feature for the machine 
learning process. 
BOW is a simple and efficient method, especially when dealing with short -text data. However, this model ignores 
the position as well as the semantic information of an individual word. To improve this model, some researchers add 
weight to words to convey and transmit the meaning and semantics of words. The weight of every word represents 
the importance of this word to the document. This study uses TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency) to calculate the weight. As the Eq. (1) (2) below showed, 𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) is used to measure the frequency 𝑑 of 
a word 𝑡 appearing in a document and IDF(𝑡) measures the importance of this word 𝑡 in expressing semantics. To 
calculate IDF(𝑡) , 𝑚, the total number of documents and 𝑛, the number of documents that contain the word 𝑡 need to 
be counted. 𝑛 + 1 is to avoid the situation that the denominator is 0.  
 





                                                                      (2) 
Since TF-IDF focuses on the weight of words, it helps to convey semantic information. Compared with merely  
counting how many times each word appears, TF-IDF considers the importance of words. For example, a word 
appearing in most of the reviews usually does not contain much useful information. Rare words are much more critical 
in sentiment analysis. With the help of Scikit-learn (sklearn), one of the essential python libraries for machine learning, 
TF-IDF vectors are created and these vectors will be used as features in later machine learning techniques. In this 
study, we add columns for a word that appears more than ten times in the document. Fig.8 shows a part of TF-IDF 
columns added in the dataset. As shown in the figure, if this word does not show in the review, the value would be 0 
since the occurrence of this word in this review is 0. Otherwise, it would not be 0 as the first row in column 
"word_would". 
 
Fig.8. TF-IDF columns 
3.3.2 Doc2Vec 
Another model used in this study is the Word Embedding (WE) model. This model transforms every word into a long 
vector (or matrix) and the length of the vector is the length of the lexicon. For each vector, most of the dimensions of 
the vector are 0, while only one dimension is 1, which represents a specific word. Compared to BOW, which takes 
text as a collection of words. We consider multiple factors such as semantic of words, the position of words in the 
context (relationship of words), and dimensions of the vector (processing complexity). Specifically, this study uses 
the Doc2Vec method, an improvement of Word2Vec, to create vectors for each customer rev iew. 
A classic framework of the distributed representation of word vectors (Word2Vec) is built for predicting a word given 
the other words (𝑤1, 𝑤2, 𝑤3 … 𝑤𝑡) in a sentence. As shown in Fig.9, every word is mapped to a unique vector/matrix 
in the Word2Vec framework. The average or concatenation of the vectors is then used as features for further analysis 
procedure. The advantage of this method is that words with similar meanings will be  mapped to close positions in 
vector space. 
 
Fig.9. Word2Vec Framework 
For instance, the distance between "happy" and "satisfied" is shorter than "happy" and "angry". The difference or 
distance between words can also convey meanings. A classic example is an analogy question: "King" – "Man" + 
"Woman" = "Queen". Therefore, the vector can express plentiful meanings. Doc2Vec follows a similar manner with 
Word2Vec as Fig.10 showed below.  
 
Fig.10. Doc2Vec Framework 
The only difference between Doc2Vec and Word2Vec is the additional paragraph token D. This token can be viewed 
as another word, which will be mapped to a unique vector represented by a matrix. This paragraph vector represents 
the topic of the paragraph and is shared by the current context but not across paragraphs, while word vectors are shared 
across paragraphs. For instance, the word vector of "satisfied" is the same for all different paragraphs. This method 
helps to improve some of the disadvantages of the BOW model. It not only keeps the semantics of the word but takes 
word order into account. Besides, compared to n-gram model, which considers word order as well, this method avoids 
the problem of high-dimension representation poor in generalizing. 
Python module Gensim is used to create Doc2Vec vector representation of each review. The whole process is achieved 
by a shallow neural network Gensim encapsulated. As mentioned above, since similar reviews will be transformed 
into similar vectors, the vectors can be used as training features. Later, machine learning techniques will be fed by 




Fig.11. Doc2Vec Columns 
3.3.3 Other Features  
Apart from TF-IDF features and Doc2Vec features, typical sentiment analysis features, such as several words 
("nb_words") and several characters ("nb_chars"), are added to the database. These two columns are shown in 
Fig.12. 
 
Fig.12. Number of Words and Characters Columns  
Created directly from Vader, sentiment analysis features can be generated for analysis. Vader is a part of NLTK, the 
python module mentioned in the data preprocessing part. These features include a neutrality score ("neu"), a positivity 
score ("pos"), a negativity score ("neg"), and a compound score ("compound"). They are scores for the emotion of the 





Fig.13. Sentiment Columns 
3.3.4 Feature Selection 
After feature generation, additional columns are added to the database. Feature selection needs to go ahead. Columns 
except for label columns and columns of raw reviews and cleaned reviews are chosen. All t he columns created from 
feature generation are selected for machine learning techniques. Normally, NLP research about ML, especially for 
sentiment analysis, would use only one method to generate features. Here, this study makes innovation and uses all 
the features generated by four methods. More features do not necessarily indicate higher performance. However, 
according to the evaluation of the model, such as the most important features (Section 5.1), the result of this innovation 
is good. After feature engineering, the updated database is showed in Fig.14. What needs to be mentioned is that this 
figure does not contain all the columns due to the limitation of the page width. 
 
Fig.14. Database after Feature Engineering 
3.4 Model Construction 
3.4.1 Decision Tree Model 
A Random Forest (RF) classifier is used for this study. In order to understand RF, a Decision Tree (DT) algorithm 





Fig.15. an Example of Decision Tree 
A DT model is a classification problem. An instance is classified from the root node to the branch based on different  
attributes. In order to achieve a better classification, the degree of impurity of the child's note needs to be measured. 
For example, as shown in Fig.16, the classification in Scenario A is based on attribute and the one in Scenario B is 
based on an attribute. In A, the number of records in child note is 5 and 5, respectively. In B, the number of records 
in child note is 0 and 10, respectively. In this case, classification distribution (0,10) has zero impurity and classification 
distribution (5,5) has higher impurity. 
   
Fig.16. Example DT 
Entropy can be used for calculation of impurity. The eq.(2) shows the formula. 
Ent(D) = − ∑ 𝑝𝑘
|𝑦|
𝑘=1
log2 𝑝𝑘  
           (3) 
As the equation shows, it denotes the number of attributes used for classification and means the proportion of 
classification to the whole sample. The higher the value, the higher the impurity. 
Then use to calculate the information gain.  







           (4) 
 
As eq.(4) shows, information gain of one specific classification based on attribute a is impurity comparison between 
a parent node and the child nodes. 𝐷  is the total number of records in the parent node and 𝐷𝑣 is the number of 
records in child nodes. 
|𝐷𝑣 |
|𝐷|
 is the weight of each child node. The larger the information gain, the better the split. 
Therefore, we need to maximize the information gain and minimize the weighted average impurity of child notes. In 
every layer of the tree, the best split is processed until finishing the construction of the whole tree.   
3.4.2 Boosting, Bagging and The Random Forest Model 
Bagging and Boosting are two common ensemble methods in the machine learning area. Boosting uses the whole 
training set and adjusts the weight of example in training set in every training round to generate different models until 
finish the classification. Different from boosting, bagging, also called bootstrap aggregating, samples from the training 
set. With a training set, this method generates several new training sets from the original set by sampling with 
replacement. In this case, some observations may be repeated and some may be ignored. This sampling process is a 
bootstrap sample. After sampling, models will be generated for each sample and the final result will the voting result. 
Compared with boosting, bagging method can reduce variance and overfitting. As mentioned in 3.4.1, it is the DT 
model's habit of overfitting in the training process. This error would be too big for a single decision tree due to high 
variance. In this case, bagging helps to improve this problem. Bagging uses a new training set that is sampled from 
the original training set and fits models for every new training set. Since there are several different models, it helps to 
reduce variance. 
In this research, Random Forest (RF) is employed in the classification. As the name denotes, a "forest" should have 
many "trees". RF is an ensemble method that constructs multiple decision trees  during training. After training, the 
final output will be the result of the majority of the votes by classification trees. The whole process is based on the 
philosophy of bagging. The multiple trees created in the RF model are beneficial for mitigating th e overfitting problem. 
The whole algorithm is shown in Fig.17. 
 
Fig.17. RF Algorithm 
3.4.3 Reasons to choose Random Forest Model 
Although RF’s base learner is DT, but it is chosen in this research instead of DT is because DT’s problem is overfitting 
while RF is able to reduce it. In addition, comparing with other algorithms, RF has several other advantages. Compared 
with RF, it will take a long time to build and test the model to solve the overfitting problem in the SVM model or 
GBDT model. Although it is a consensus SVM is suitable for textual data, the accuracy of RF does not necessarily 
lower than the accuracy of SVM. As for GBDT, it will spend a long time and occupy an ample memory space to adjust 
hyper-parameters in the training process. It will be cos tly to use these two models. Therefore, SVM and GBDT are 
more suitable for laboratory experiments rather than business applications in the real industry. Additionally, RF 
performs well for the non-linear question. LDA has the highest accuracy when dealing with linear questions. However, 
in non-linear classification questions as sentiment analysis, RF performs better than LDA. Besides, RF provides 
developers with a set of essential features, which will show what features are much more important in constructing 
the model. This function will help to adjust and improve the model in the application stage before it becomes a 
commercial system or analytic tool for hotel managers and analysts. 
In practice, the algorithms and models are already capsulated in sklearn, since it is the most used python machine 
learning library. In this study, we use eighty per cents of the data for training and the rest for testing.   
 
4. Analysis of Result Discussion 
4.1 Statistic Analysis 
4.1.1 Basic Information 
The necessary information, such as how many hotels include in this dataset can be calculated. 
 
Fig.18. Number of Hotels  
According to the result shown in Fig.18, 1492 hotels are included in this dataset. This is an example of basic statistics 
for the basic features of data. In practice, all the necessary information of the data, such as the number of hotels and 
the number of reviews, can be presented for data analysts on a user interface. The reason is that the chosen model can 
simulate and show work by analytic tools. As a business application or device in real life, the user interface is an 
indispensable part of improving user experience. With a bright and well-designed user interface, users need not know 
any programming knowledge since all the models and functions are already capsulated in the server-side. They would 
be able to use the system easily. 
4.1.2 Distribution of scores 
Next, a distribution of reviewer score, as well as the distribution's description, is presented in Fig.19 and Fig.20. A 
reviewer score means the score this reviewer gives based on his or her experience. 
It can be found from the figures that among the most reviewers give scores higher than 7.5, the half of them give 
scores more than 8.8. In other words, most reviewers gain a positive experience for these hotels. This feature of 
distribution also reminds researchers that there may be an imbalance situation in sentiment analysis that the number 
of positive reviews may be much higher than the number of negative reviews. It is a standard feature for luxury hotel 
reviews. As mentioned before, the choice of algorithms and methods of this model already considers this feature. 
 
Fig.19. Distribution of Reviewer Score 
 
Fig.20. The description on Distribution of Reviewer Score 
The distribution of the hotel's average score is shown in Fig. 21, as well as a description of the average score 
distribution in Fig. 22. It is the average of the hotel scores. The score is given by not only reviewers but people who 
only provide scores without writing comments. 
 
Fig.21. Distribution of Hotel Average Score 
 
Fig.22. The description of Distribution of Hotel Average Score 
From these two figures above, it can be found that most of the average hotel scores are above 8.1, which is a high 
score for hotels. It is common for luxury hotels to receive high ratings and positive reviews. Therefore, this distribution 
is left-skewed. Compared with the distribution of the reviewer score, this distribution is more centralized since the 
standard deviation is lower than the standard deviation of the reviewer score distribution. If it changes the interval of 
the x-axis, the distribution of the reviewer score can be drawn, as shown in Fig.23. 
 
Fig.23. Distribution of Reviewer Score (adjusted) 
It can be found that the mean of the reviewer score and average score are approximately the same. However, reviewers  
tend to give extremely high scores (i.e., 10) or extremely low (i.e., 2.5). Reviewers who write comments tend to have 
a strong impression (negative or positive) for the hotel, so they would have something to write. In this case, they would 
be much more emotional and give more extreme scores . 
4.1.3 Hotel Scores of Different Countries 
Fig.24 shows a boxplot of hotel scores of different countries. This dataset contains hotel review data of six countries. 
From the graph above, it can be found that hotels in Spain have the highest mean score. This may be because hotels 
in Spain are more experienced since Spain is a country with a long tourism history. The possible reasons behind this 
could be further studied. 
 
Fig.24. Boxplot of Hotels Scores of Different Countries  
4.1.4 Top-rated hotels 
The top-rated hotels are also be presented in Table.3. In this dataset, the most high-rated hotel is Ritz Paris and the 
average score of this hotel is 9.8. 
 Hotel_Name Average_Score 
54717                                       Ritz Paris   9.8 
185602 41 9.6 
14708 Haymarket Hotel 9.6 
176997 Hotel de La Tamise Esprit de 
France 
9.6 
402244 H10 Casa Mimosa 4 Sup 9.6 
398945 Hotel The Serras   9.6 
316447 Hotel Casa Camper 9.6 
390999 Ham Yard Hotel 9.5 
299896 Palais Coburg Residenz 9.5 
81043 Hotel The Peninsula Paris   9.5 
81101 Le Narcisse Blanc Spa 9.5 
403998   Hotel Sacher Wien   9.5 
341657 Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam      9.5 
312809 Mercer Hotel Barcelona 9.5 
53756 Charlotte Street Hotel 9.5 




4.2 Map Visualization and Wordcloud 
4.2.1 Location map 
 
Since the dataset also contains location data of hotels, map visualization can be achieved.  
 
Fig.25. Map Visualization of Hotel Location 
 
As can be seen from Fig.25, all 1492 luxury hotels are scattered in five countries of Western Europe. Then we can 
zoom in to see details of hotels in London and Barcelona. London is selected because its tourism industry is developed 
well and it is one of the industry leaders all over the world. According to th e World Tourism Cities Development  
Report (2019), London ranks third in comprehensive ranking and first in the area of Western Europe. It also ranks 
first in popularity ranking. Therefore, London is a representative tourism city that worth investigating. A mong the six 
countries this paper investigates, hotels in Spain have the highest mean score. In addition, Barcelona is the most 
popular tourist city in Spain and ranks third in the World Tourism Cit ies Development Report (2019). Therefore, 
Barcelona is also selected to investigate in this research. 
 
 
According to the World Tourism Cities Development Report (2019), London is ranked third overall, and ranked first 
in Europe and first in popularity. Barcelona ranks 10th overall and is Spain's most popular tourist city. 
 
 
Fig.26. Map Visualization of Barcelona Hotel Location 
 
Most luxury hotels are built in the urban area of Barcelona, as shown in Fig.26. Unlike some luxury resort hotels 
located far away from the city, luxury hotels in Barcelona are located in the city since the most famous view spot of 
Barcelona, such as the most prominent football field of Europe, are all located in the city. Also, since Barcelona is 
near the sea, some luxury hotels stand on the beach of the sea.   
 
Fig.27. Map Visualization of London Hotel Location 
 
  Similar to Barcelona, the most famous scenic spots and historical in London are in the city of London, as shown in 
Fig.27. Therefore, most luxury hotels are located in the urban area. However, there are luxury hotels scattered a round 
the city in the countryside. This may be because of the trend of developing private chateaus. Also, hotels in London 
locates next to the Themes River. There are merely no luxury hotels located in the south of Themes River except  
those near the river. This is because the south of the Themes River is the new city area of London with many 
skyscrapers. This area is still under construction. Compared to the north, the south area has fewer scenery spots. 
   
  Moreover, if comparing this luxury hotel location map with a crime map, most luxury hotels are located in the area 
where the crime rate is high. Therefore, for luxury hotels located in a big city like London, the main factor of location 
is not safe. They consider more about the distance to scenic spots. What needs to be mentioned is that it cannot be 
sure that the developing area of southern London will have more luxury hotels in the future due to increasing demands.   
 
  




A Wordcloud is also generated, as shown in Fig.29. This Wordcloud shows all the frequent words appearing in hotel 
reviews. Most of the words are positive, which shows that luxury hotels have received much more positive feedback 
compared with other hotels. However, there still exist words such as "noise", "overrated", "narrow", and "expensive", 
which means that there are still many things to improve. For example, for those customers who think hotels are 
expensive and overrated, hotels can mail discount coupons  for them during holidays or customers' birthday. As for 
noise, hotels that always receive these reviews may be built in a downtown area or surrounded by entertainment places, 
such as bars and KTVs. A possible solution is to re-decorate it using sound-deadening materials. This kind of reviews 
complaining about noise also provides a warning for other hotels. Luxury hotels need to choose the location wisely or 
add soundproofing to the building to prevent noise. Especially for rooms next to the street, feature s such as sound 
insulation curtains are necessary to guarantee that customers will not be bothered by noise. Some customers may also 
complain about the narrowness of rooms. For rooms with smaller spaces, a typical way to make the room visually big 




4.3 Sentiment Analysis 
4.3.1 Most Positive and Negative Reviews 
 
In Section 3.3.3, Vader is introduced to give three scores, which are the positive score, negative score, and 
compound score, for each review. Here, the ten most positive sentiment reviews are presented in Table.4.  
 
 Review Pos  
80396 Lovely clean comfortable warm 1.000 
176633 Clean helpful efficient 1.000 
297016 Clean comfortable efficient  1.000 
340703 Great great great o 1.000 
173978 clean comfortable attractive 1.000 
49544 Great great great 1.000 
180510 A super friendly welcome 1.000 
317800 Great  Nice 1.000 
335492 Nice clean comfortable 1.000 
50106 Friendly helpful staff Clean super comfortable 0.941 
Table.4 The ten most positive sentiment reviews 
 
The reviews showed in the form are cleaned and preprocessed before. It can be found that "comfortable", "clean", 
"helpful", "staff" are common words that appear in the reviews. For hotel managers, what should care about is 
sanitary conditions and service quality. 
 





 Review Neg 
46239 n a No complaints  1.000 
511896 No a c 1.000 
50365 no complaints no complaints  1.000 
177895 No A C 1.000 
166515 No complaints No complaints  1.000 
225249 Nothing perfect Great great great 0.928 
324777 Nothing Clean Gorgeous Perfect 0.894 
319196 Nothing Classy calm perfect 0.880 
442882 Nothing Clean friendly efficient 0.878 
47865   Nothing Good good good   0.878 
Table.5 The ten most negative sentiment reviews  
Two reviews mentioned "A C", which means air conditioner. Some luxury hotels have old buildings without air 
conditioners. However, advanced facilities should be a standard-setting for luxury hotels. Old luxury hotels should 
keep pace with customers' needs and improve their facilities.  
Some errors appear since Vader interprets "no" or "nothing" as negative words. However, customers sometimes use 
"nothing" or "no" to show "no problem" or "nothing wrong" with the hotel. In this case, to have a more general 
overview of negative reviews, the data is sampled and the result is showed in Table.6 (positive) and Table.7 (negative).  
 review pos  
43101 A perfect location great comfortable value 0.931 
211742 Clean, comfortable, lovely staff 0.907 
175551 Friendly welcome Comfortable room 0.905 
365085 Good location great value 0.904 
109564 Clean friendly and comfortable 0.902 
145743 Good value amazing location 0.901 
407590 breakfast excellent Clean comfort 0.899 
407546 Great place I enjoyed 0.881 
218571 Beautiful Quirky Comfortable 0.878 
436901 Lovely comfortable rooms  0.877 
Table.6 Ten most positive sentiment reviews (Sample) 
As can be seen from Table.6, "location", "place", and "breakfast" appear. Apart from choosing a proper location, 
luxury hotels should also consider providing a diversity of cuisines for customers. In the recent few years, some hotels 
have become well-known because of their special breakfast. Targeting people with high requirements on food, these 
hotels seize the stomach of consumers and then increase their revenues.  
 review neg 
193086 No dislikes LOCATION 0.831 
318516 A disaster  Nothing 0.804 
29666 A bit noisy No 0.796 
426057 Dirty hotel Smells bad 0.762 
29666 Very bad service No 0.758 
426057 Window blind was broken 0.744 
263187 no bad experience location 0.740 
443796 nothing great clean comfortable quite hotel  0.733 
181508 It was awful No 0.722 
175316 Very bad atmosphere noisy weird smells unfriendly 0.713 
Table.7 Ten most negative sentiment reviews (Sample) 
There are still errors contained in Table.7. However, most of the results are excellent. In the most negative reviews, 
the customer mentioned "noisy", "dirty", "smell", and "unfriendly". Luxury hotel managers need to focus on the 
environment of the hotel and the service of the staff. The cleanness of rooms is a basic standard of a qualified hotel 
room, no matter the luxury hotel or budget hotel. For luxury hotels, the rooms need to be cleaner. Problems in the 
cleanness of rooms will damage hotels' reputation. For example, in China, a reporter uploaded a video about bad 
behaviors of cleaning personnel in luxury hotels on social media and this video caused a big controversy. The public 
condemned these hotels, which significantly damage these hotels' brand image and cust omer trust. As for the service 
of the staff, some insolent and rude staff of luxury hotels would leave a bad impression on customers. Staff training 
about service consciousness is necessary for luxury hotels. 
From positive and negative reviews showed above, it can be concluded that luxury hotel customers expect a quiet, 
clean environment with friendly staff. Location is also an important feature. Almost no customers mentioned facilities  
in their review since most luxury hotels have excellent facilities. However, for some old hotels without an air 
conditioner, managers and owners need to keep pace with technological advancements and update their temperature 
control system. Generally, what customers need is beyond hardware facilities. Managers need to focus on  service 
details to improve customer satisfaction and loyalty. 
4.3.2 Sentiment Distribution  
Fig.30 shows a distribution graph about the sentiments of reviews. As mentioned in Section 3, if the reviewer score is 
below five, this review would be considered as a bad review. Otherwise, it would be a good review. The x-axis is the 
compound score, the combination of positive and negative scores given by Vader. This compound score ranges from 
[-1, 1]. [-1, 0) means negative sentiments and (0, 1] means positive sentiments. It can be found from this graph that 
most of the good reviews are considered as positive or even extremely positive, while the worst reviews express 
negative emotions. In this case, the reviewer score is almost consistent with review emotions. Th erefore, it is 
reasonable for some hotels to assess business performance and estimate customers' attitudes based on the reviewer 
score. However, there are a part of good reviews as well as bad reviews score 0, meaning that although some customers’ 
overall emotions towards the hotel are neutral, they might be impressed by one or two of the aspects about the hotel 
and scores accordingly. In addition, there are also some bad reviews are considered positive sentiments and some good 
reviews are considered as negative sentiments. One of the possible reasons may be the error that occurred in the 
classification. As mentioned in section 4.3.1, customers sometimes use "nothing" or "no" to show "no problem" or 
"nothing wrong" with the hotel, but the algorithm cannot be able to recognize this kind of expression. 
 
Fig.30. Sentiment Distribution 
 
5. Model Evaluation 
5.1 Important features 
 
The essential features in constructing the model are shown in Table.8. It can be found that sentiment analysis columns 
(“pos”, “neg”, “neu", and "compound") generated by Vader are significant, especially for "compound," which 
accounts for 0.040894 importance. Doc2Vec vectors are also essential features, as well as the number of characters 
(nb_chars) and several words (nb_words). It can be found some word vectors that are very important created by the 
TF-IDF method, such as nothing, dirty, room, bad, staff. Some of the words are emotional words that show strong 
positive or negative attitudes and other words are attributes of the hotel, such as staff, location, and room. It shows 
that future analysis should continue to focus on attributes and emotional words extraction. This critical feature table 
will be beneficial for feature generation and feature selection in future model adjustments or other research. What 
needs to be mentioned here is that all the four kinds of features generated using different methods have high importance. 
Therefore, this study's innovation in feature engineering performs well. 
  
 feature importance 
3 compound 0.040894 
2 pos  0.024434 
0 neg 0.023542 
9 doc2vec_vector_3 0.021089 
7 doc2vec_vector_1 0.018772 
8 doc2vec_vector_2 0.017637 
10 doc2vec_vector_4 0.016476 
4 nb_chars  0.016438 
6 doc2vec_vector_0 0.016326 
1 neu 0.015234 
5 nb_words  0.014238 
2239 word_nothing 0.010259 
950 word_dirty 0.009506 
2853 word_room 0.009062 
285 word_bad 0.008741 
3202 word_staff 0.007093 
1639 word_hotel  0.006895 
3216 word_star 0.006705 
1945 word_location 0.006526 
2284 word_old 0.006111 
Table. 8 Twenty Most Important Features 
 
5.2 ROC Curve 
 
Fig.31. ROC Curve 
 
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is one of the most popular methods to assess the performance of 
a classifier. The ROC curve of this classification model is shown in Fig.31. The higher the curv e is above the diagonal 
baseline (blue dotted line in the figure), the better the result is. Alternatively, the larger the “Area Under the Curve” 
(AUC), the better the performance of this model. As can be found from Fig.31, this model’s performance is exce llent . 
However, the imbalance of customer reviews, which means positive reviews are much more than negative reviews, 
may cause problems for this ROC curve.  
 
For the x-axis, the formula of False Positive Rate (FPR) is shown in eq. (5). For the y-axis, the formula of True 










            (6) 
In this eq. (5), the #𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠  means the number of negative cases, which includes false-positive results and true-
negative results. Here the positive or negative does not represent the review's emotion, but 1 and 0. Recall the label 
creation process. If the reviewer score is smaller than five, this review will be assigned "1" in the "is_bad_review" 
column. Otherwise, it will be designated "0" in the "is_bad_review" column. Therefore, negative results mean good 
reviews or say positive reviews. Fig.32 is a confusion matrix, which shows all the results of the model. 
 
Fig.32. Confusion Matrix 
 
As mentioned before, in the dataset, the number of positive reviews ("0" or Negative) is much more significant than 
negative reviews ("1" or Positive), which is also a feature for luxury hotels. In this case, #𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠  tend to be 
very high and FPR would be very low. Even with some false-positive results, the result of FPR would be low. This 
imbalance of the dataset may also increase the TPR (y-axis) and then increase AUC of ROC Curve.  
 
5.3 PR Curve 
 
Compared to ROC Curve, Precision-Recall (PR) Curve may be a better way to measure the performance of this 
model since PR is suitable for the imbalanced situation. The PR curve is shown in Fig.33. For the x-axis, the 
formula of Recall is showed in eq. (7). For the y-axis, the formula of precision is showed in eq. (8). 









            (8) 
In order to understand these two equations, the confusion matrix (showed in Fig.32) should be used. 
 
 
Fig.33. PR Curve 
 
It can be found from PR Curve that recall and precision are in tension. That is, a high recall will cause a low precision 
and a high precision will cause a low recall. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a threshold. If a high recall is needed, 
detecting most of the positive observations is the target and how precise the results are is not required. On the contrary, 
if high precision is necessary, at the threshold, the results should be precise and correct and whether all the positive 
observations are found is not essential. For example, if the precision of this model is 0.5, then the accuracy of this 
model in finding positive observations is 0.5. If the recall of this model is 0.5, then the percentage of this model 
identifying positive observations is 50%. 
 
In order to know if this model performs well in both recall and precision, Average Precision (AP) should be used. The 
formula of AP is shown in eq. (9). 




            (9) 
According to this equation, AP equals the area under the PR Curve. This model’s PR is 0.37, as shown in the title of 
Fig.33. Then a baseline’s AP is calculated to compare with this model. Generally, a random classifier would be chosen 
as a baseline. This study follows the same way and adopts a classifier that predicts half of the results “0” and half of 
the results “1”. The AP of this random classifier is 0.043. Compared with 0.043, 0.37 is approximately nine times  
higher. Therefore, this model performs well.  
 
6. Conclusion and Future Research 
6.1 Conclusion 
This paper shed light on an improved hybrid model for sentiment analysis of hotel reviews and integrated analysis of 
luxury hotel reviews from Booking.com. This paper first introduced the flourish of tourism and luxury hotels and the 
popularity of customer reviews. Large amounts of data in different forms were generated daily by customers of hotels 
on the internet. Data could provide an excellent opportunity for managers and analysts to explore the hidden 
information. In this case, a model that could be used to build an information system or analytic tool is necessary. This 
model followed the NLP process and used luxury hotel reviews as its training and testing data since the target of this 
model was luxury hotels. The practical needs of luxury hotels, as well as the characteristics of luxury hotel reviews, 
were the primary consideration in choosing specific algorithms and technologies. This hybrid model proposed can be 
justified by good results of model evaluation methods, such as the ROC curve an d PR curve. Besides, this paper also 
provided an integrated analysis of the dataset used in this study, which consisted of fundamental statistical analysis, 
visual analysis, and sentiment analysis. In result discussion, the location of hotels, distribution  of review scores as 
well as the Wordcloud of some crucial words in reviews were presented. The result of this analysis could be used to 
improve the service of the hotels and helped managers make a strategic decision. We demonstrated an intelligent  
visual system (IVS) for hotel booking and review system.  
 
6.2 Contributions 
This research made several contributions. Firstly, the main contribution of this paper included an integrated framework 
to collect online customer reviews, preprocess reviews, extract sentiment features from reviews, classify information , 
and visualize the sentiment analysis result. Secondly, this study made innovation in feature engineering and this 
innovation was proven to be helpful for performance results. Typically, only one method will be used in the feature 
generation. In this study, in order to improve the accuracy of the classification, this study trained the ML classifier by 
four different kinds of features. Thirdly, this study developed a heuristic model for sentiment analysis o n luxury hotel 
reviews to explore attitudes and emotions hidden in reviews. Among the existing kinds of literature, although there 
are many sentiment analysis models performing well in classifying reviews, most of them cannot be used in practice. 
They cost too much time and have high requirements for hardware, which hotels cannot afford. This study put the 
realistic situation into consideration and tried to achieve a compromise between cost and performance when building 
the model so that it can be used in practice. 
 
6.3 Limitations and Future work 
Although this research had a valuable contribution, it was not without limitations. First, a sole source of data was 
limited in precision and reliability. Although Booking.com was one of the most popular hotel review websites in the 
world, fake and paid online reviews could not be fully avoided. Apart from "ghostwriters" hotels employed to write 
down counterfeit reviews, hotels might also have a marketing campaign. For example, some customers were asked to 
write good reviews on Booking.com to get a discount for their payment of accommodations. Even though some 
customers were not satisfied with the service hotels to provide, they would write down kind words to get money. This 
was a prevailing situation now, since hotels cared for the customer evaluations online and potential customers will 
check those reviews to make decisions. In future work, data from Booking.com, TripAdvisor, and other customer 
review websites could be used for training the model. If the model was t rained by multiple data sources, the analysis 
result could be more reliable and trustworthy. 
 
Also, since the target hotels of this model were luxury hotels in Europe, the model might not work well for budget 
hotels or mid-range hotels or other luxury hotels in other countries. If the managers of the non-luxury hotel or luxury  
hotels in other countries want to use this model, this model should be adjusted. Especially for the feature generation 
and choice of algorithms, the model needed to be modified. In our future work, the feature selection part of this model 
could be improved by using algorithms to choose features. In the current model, due to the particularity of the RF 
algorithm, all the features generated were selected. In the future, a particular algo rithm could be designed to choose 
features based on managers' needs. Future feature selection would also benefit from essential features (presented in 
5.1) generated in this study. 
 
Besides, more plentiful data should be used for training and testing in the application stage. Since customer personal 
data would not be accessed, this model could not use customer data to process a more inspirational analysis. When 
customer data was available, the ethical and legal issues should be under consideration. In addit ion, the punctuation 
marks in reviews were eliminated in this model and they might also represent different emotions of customers. In a 
further study, using proper algorithms to distinguish the emotions hidden in an exclamation mark and other marks  
could be a novel and explorable idea. 
 
Visual and multimedia analytics were the product of information analytics, geospatial analytics. Today, visual and 
multimedia analytics could provide an essential tool for hotel management, hotel risk control, and the promot ion of 
the tourism ecosystem. With the development of visual analytics, understanding and applying visual and multimedia 
analytics techniques to analyze the characteristics of real-world problems had been inspiring nowadays. The use of 
visual and multimedia analytics for arch-scale data analysis and computation had significant cognitive value. 
Therefore, based on the real interests, we combined instrumental rationality with value rationality to construct a 
computational prediction model. Due to the constraints of current technology, there were still problems in the 
application of visual and multimedia analytics technology that continued to carry out in -depth, meticulous thinking 
and exploration. 
 
Finally, the model remained to be developed from the experimental stage to the application stage. Many things could 
be done using this model. For instance, it could be used to check things like which part of hotel service customers 
giving high scores should be highlighted in the review. Our future application may ben efit from further investigation 
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